I'm proud to say that I have changed. It was very important for me. It's my evolving evolution...
When I was a young man, sex was the most important thing to me. Now it means nothing to me.
When I was a young man, I was told that there are only 2 certainties in life – death and taxes. The
super-rich don't pay taxes and death is optional.
When I was a young man, I thought that my thoughts were private and that reality was something
independent of me – that I played in without any consequencies. I learned that it's the opposite.
My thoughts are seen; just as if they are written across the sky. If I think I am going to die then it's
100% guaranteed that I will. Every thought counts in the light of all eternity.
I have lost the fear because I know I am eternal and I only write to help you.
I have no problem with the fact that everyone currently in my life are in it temporarily. I allow them
all to express howsoever they want for that is my love for them and I would be a tyrant otherwise.
My love for my dogs has taught me a valuable Soul lesson – Responsibility.
I implore you to get in sync with your own Spirit & Soul and cease being led around (like a
headless chicken) by your addicted personality.
The Davos crowd are currently collaborating and plotting their next moves to further empower
themselves by imposing their collective ideal on all of us commoners. They are the masters of this
World and what they say happens. Shortly the WHO will dictate global health policy and doctors
will just administer vaccines (gene therapy) for everyone and everything. Transhumanism is their
ideal and their robots will deal with all dissent.
As the global net tightens for those who are lost in their addicted personalities, the conscious choice
to become 'Soul-inspired' is critical for one's evolution and future. Now is the time to change gears..
You are an eternal being – you have endless time to your endless life. You can become whatever
you want to become. A Human being was just a temporary 'born into' identity you were given. If
you don't wake up to the truth, you will die and be re-born to the dystopian future that's unfolding
here. Planet Earth is nothing more than a recycling factory for the unawakened. The ideal for you
and I is to wake up from it and free ourselves..
Even the Russians talk about the emerging NWO. Why? Because they're part of it and all we're
seeing is infighting to determine who controls what territory. Putin was pissed because the US
(Biden & Co) had the bio-labs in Ukraine. The genetic-engineering-labs are all around the World.
How can you die if you're a Time-Traveller? You can't because your ability to raise the frequency
of your body means you can enter the psychic realm or the 'light' whenever you want. You have the
mind to do that. The Time-traveller is in your so-called junk DNA. It's not junk; it's your unlimited
potential. To be the Time-traveller you have to develop the mind of theTime-traveller – think about
it! As you do, your energy will slowly come home and you will feel lethargic as this healing occurs.
It's your life. It's your future. Everyone in your life is transient. Enjoy them and then move onto
your next transient adventure. Let go, allow, love and be more free than any bird ~ Gary Bate.
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